
PD Committee Minutes 
October 29, 2014 
Room 420 
 

Members: Katie Blaesing, Grace Curcio, Deirdre McGovern, Rob Hickox, Yosup Joo, 
Patrick Lannan, Nora Miller, Paul Molinelli, Carole Nickolai, Sandy Schwarz 

Excused: Gillian Clements, Patrick Ruff 

Guest: Matt Balano 
 
The meeting began with a prayer. 

Revised PD Goals & Objectives  

The Committee reviewed the PD Goals and objectives, revised to reflect our new 
Profile of an Ignatian Educator (<http://bit.ly/10IfOwv>).  

• Specific Profile descriptors were identified as having a direct relationship to 
professional learning objectives within three of the four Profile categories — 
Mission & Identity, Program Design & Instruction, Professionalism & 
Collaboration.  

• Descriptors within the Open to Growth category were not included since these 
essentially describe overarching expectations and orientations to our work 
and are not specifically associated with common professional learning 
objectives.  

• When faculty/staff complete a formal Professional Development Request 
(<https://www.siprep.org/page.cfm?p=5905>), they are now asked to align the 
professional development activity, event, or resource to one or more of these 
PD goals/objectives. The PD Evaluation Form has been similarly re-aligned. 

 
MISSION & IDENTITY – shares and helps shape the school's mission and vision by developing 
her/his 
• understanding of Ignatian traditions 
• cultural competence 
• leadership capacity 

 
PROGRAM DESIGN & INSTRUCTION – enhances curriculum and facilitates student learning by 
developing her/his 
• content-area knowledge 
• curriculum-design expertise 
• instructional and assessment repertoire 

 
PROFESSIONALISM & COLLABORATION – builds community and fosters professionalism and 
cooperation by developing her/his 
• communication strategies and mastery of modern communication tools 
• collaboration skills that effectively contribute to high-functioning teams 
 

 
 
Review of October In-service on Diversity & Inclusion 
The Committee began by reviewing and discussing the in-service evaluation results, 
available at the following link (<http://bit.ly/1xfMIhT>). Over 135 faculty and staff 
members completed the evaluation, which is an excellent response rate. Overall, the 
results were generally positive, summarized below as they relate to each of the main 
in-service goals: 

• understanding the language and knowledge base of equity and inclusion — 
69% agree/strongly agree 

• understanding relationship between cultural competency and systems of 
inequity — 56% agree/strongly agree 



• identifying ways to apply cultural competency skills — 50% agree/strongly 
agree 

 
Discussion highlights: 

• A fairly high number of “neutral” responses (about 20%-30% per item), 
suggesting that for many of our colleagues the in-service seemed to “just 
miss” in some key ways. 

• Responses reflect a strong desire for more clarity about understanding our 
role in systems of inequity, as well as more direction in identifying concrete, 
practical skills. 

• The day had it’s challenges – technology (Shakti’s computer) and Shakti 
Butler’s illness, which required that she finish sooner than expected. We 
didn’t see some of the more education-specific film clips, nor did we 
effectively wrap-up. 

• Last in-service with Steven Jones seemed more personal, more interactive. 
Matt pointed out that that was more in line with the focus and approaches of 
each presenter and his/her work. Steven Jones focused more on the personal 
or individual dimension of equity and inclusion (e.g., being aware of who we 
are and our membership in multiple identity groups), while Shakti Butler’s 
focus is more on systems of inequity. 

• We could have used more explanation or context about how these systems 
are present in our work. How do these “systems” impact what I do? Matt 
noted that several “Cracking the Codes” clips that were not shown would have 
helped with making this connection. 

• We need to begin working on “the language” ourselves, not always depending 
upon Matt to do this for us. Carole noted that Academic Council will begin 
some of this work at future meetings. 

• Is there a way to more intentionally weave or integrate the Spiritual Exercises 
into this diversity and inclusion work? The opening prayer and Danielle’s talk 
definitely helped provide an Ignatian context for this work. 

• Understanding and being able to articulate the key language and terminology 
for ourselves will require repetition. At the same time, powerful stories (like 
“The Danger of a Single Story” <http://bit.ly/U5t0Hy>) also help us to 
understand, as they provide an integrated narrative to which we can link the 
key language. 

• Our spring in-service (either February or March) will provide us the 
opportunity to follow-up, go deeper. This will likely consist of some in-house 
presentations/ discussions (facilitated by Matt, DIG members). We will 
hopefully have our AIM survey results to digest and discuss. 

• Shakti Butler will return to SI again on November 12, 7-9 p.m., as part of our 
Parent Speakers Series. She will likely feature some of the education-related 
clips she was unable to show at the in-service. Perhaps ask a department 
member to attend? (<https://www.siprep.org/page.cfm?p=6328>) 

• Matt is currently assembling a range of equity and inclusion resources and 
materials, organized by topic, discipline, experience level. We’ll be using some 
of these with upcoming socials, lunchtime meetings. 

• Friday, November 14th is our first Friday Social. Matt or Paul will send out 
information about the topic, format. It will provide an opportunity for 
members of our community to follow-up and continue our in-service 
discussions. 

 
Meeting adjourned. 
 
Next Meeting: December 3, 2014



 


